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Hi, I'm Ahren Brunow and I'm a Product Manager at Equinix. Today I will demo the new maintenance
activity and history feature on IBX SmartView. This feature allows a user to see if any of the
electrical or mechanical assets that support their cages, cabinets or circuits are currently under
maintenance. In addition, a user can see the history of past maintenance performed on these assets.
Let’s start with maintenance activity.
In the data grid you see a list of all active maintenance on electrical and mechanical asset across all
of the IBXs where a user is located. The grid has the following columns:
• Asset – unique asset identifier.
• Asset Type - Generator, UPS, Air Handling Unit, etc.
• IBX – unique data center code.
• Date Started - Date and time the maintenance event started.
• Affected assets – for electrical assets this shows the circuits impacted. For mechanical assets,
this shows the cages impacted.
• Affected Accounts – this shows the customer accounts impacted by the maintenance event.
• Manufacturer.
• Equipment Model.
• Asset Classification (Electrical or Mechanical).
• Metro - City where the IBX is located.
• Country - Country where the IBX is located.
• Region - Either AMER, APAC or EMEA.
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You can filter most of these columns using the filter icon. So for example, in the asset column
you can go in here and you can begin to search for a unique asset ID. Once you start typing in
three characters you start to get a list of assets that match that so you can go ahead and
select one of those assets. Apply the grid filters to show you just the assets that you're looking
for.
You can remove that filter by clicking this X in the filter tag. Alternatively in filter like asset
type you see a multi select list where you can select multiple asset types that you'd like to see
active maintenance for. You can select those, apply and the data grid updates to show you the
assets that are relevant based on your filter criteria.
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Again you can remove this by selecting the X. For the date started filter you can open the filter and
select the date range you wish to see the grid based on.
So for example, if you want to see maintenance for the month of March select the relevant dates
then click apply. Then the data grid is showing you the relevant active maintenance for that time
period. In the top right corner here you see a download icon clicking this will export the entire
data grid as you see it here.

Any filters you apply will then dictate what is downloaded by this export filter. So if you
have specified a specific IBX then select the download icon and you'll only download the grid
based on that one IBX. Let's take a look at an individual maintenance event. Clicking this
opens up a condensed view of the data that you see within the data grid. You also see the
date started here and then you see this affected accounts table. Note if you click on this affected
asset in the affected accounts data grid it'll invoke a popover with the affected assets listed so
you can view the entire cage, cabinet, and circuit hierarchy. This allows you to see the exact
assets that are impacted by this asset being under maintenance. There's a download icon
that you can download all of the affected accounts that you see in this table.
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Moving over to maintenance histories here you can see all of the maintenance performed on
electrical and mechanical assets that support your cages cabinets and circuits. This page functions
almost entirely like maintenance activity with a few differences. There are no affected assets
or affected accounts column because this is historical data. It could be the case that maintenance
was performed on an asset at a time when it didn't support a customer's cage cabinet or circuit.
The purpose of this page is to help users understand the history of maintenance performed on
assets to be assured that adequate maintenance is being completed. This means when you open
up a detail drawer there is no table listing the affected accounts but you still are able to see a
condensed view of the data within the data grid.

For additional documentation refer to docs.equinix.com. Thanks for watching.
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